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A brief history of genomics








Next Gen Sequencing Opportunities
Practical to sequence individuals, tumors
More accurate and flexible than microarrays
Assay genome-wide instead of one gene
Next Gen Data Challenges
There are more data sets
Bigger data sets
Greater diversity of labs


Next Gen Data Challenges
There are more data sets
Genomes from the zoo, patients, tumors
mRNA on 100s of cell lines and tissues
ChIP-seq on 100s of transcription factors
DNase-seq, RIP-seq, Chia-PET, FAIRE….
Bigger data sets
Rising storage costs
Longer processing times
Much longer data transfer times
Greater diversity of labs
1000’s of labs make genome-wide data sets








Clicking on an item gets you to a details page such as this:


Addressing Challenges at UCSC
More data sets
Track search tools to find data
Clustering and overlay tracks to display more at once
Bigger data sets
New compressed formats with summary and indexes
Greater number of labs
“Track Hub” distributed annotation system



Track Search
Available to public since Dec. 2, 2010
Can do a free-form (Google-style) search or search metadata field-by-field






Free text search



Advanced field by field search


Integrated Tracks
All of the ENCODE data is excellent, but there is so much of it, it can be hard to know if you’ve seen everything relevant.
Problem most acute in transcription factor ChIP-SEQ, but really a problem everywhere.
Lately UCSC has developed several ways of visually summarizing the data which are used in our “ENCODE Integrated Regulatory Supertrack” released August 20, 2010.


Integrating DNase across cell lines
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Similar clustering techniques are applied to transcript factor ChIP-seq


Rainbow overlay for histone marks




Integrated regulatory tracks in context with other genomics information at UCSC



Addressing Challenges at UCSC
More data sets
Track search tools to find data
Clustering and overlay tracks to display more at once
Bigger data sets
New compressed formats with summary and indexes
Greater number of labs
“Track Hub” distributed annotation system



Exponential Growth Rates
I/O transfer speed – doubles every ~5 years
CPU capacity – doubles every ~2 years
Disk capacity – doubles every ~1.5 years
Sequencing capacity – doubles every 1 year?






Minimizing i/o, especially across long distances is becoming more and more important


BigWig & BigBed Design Goals 
Allow visualization without long uploads
Transfer only necessary data needed for current view.
Minimize system administrator involvement
Files on http(s) site easier than setting up web services
Leverage existing formats 
Input files are same as existing custom tracks: BED, wig.


Bed and Wig Files
#chrom start end seq
chr1 1000 1009 acagtttta 
chr1 1289 1298 gcagtaat 
chr1 4680 4688 ccggccac
chr1 7092 7101 gagctcaa
chr1 7293 7302 ccctatcca
chr1 8903 8912 gagctcaa	
fixedStep chrom=chr1 start=107
0.81
0.92 
0.63 
0.22
0.98
1.00	
tagPos.bed
probabilityGraph.wig


BigWig Implementation Layers
Data transfer layer – based on http(s) or ftp
Caching layer – relies on Linux sparse files
Compression layer – uses zlib
Indexing layer – uses B+trees and R+trees
Data summary layer 


Data Transfer Layer
Use existing web-based protocols: http/https and ftp already supported on user sites
Unlike a web browser require random access
Use byte range protocols for http/https – requires HTTP/1.1 but this is common.
OpenSSL for HTTPS support via BIO protocol
For FTP use resume command.


Caching Layer
File header, root index block used by almost every query
Popular files may be used by hundreds or thousands of users.
Caching makes sense so only have to transfer a block of data once
Uses bitmap file + sparse data file
One bit for every 8k block
Just seek and write for sparse data.  Linux/Unix only allocates data for parts written.


Data Compression Layer
Uses zlib library
Same compression as gzip
C library is widespread, stable, fast
Compress ~500 items at a time, following same pattern as in index
Get nearly random access in spite of compression
Lose a little compression compared to compressing all items at once



Indexing Layer
Most genomic annotations are of form
Chromosome, start, end, additional-data
Most common query “give me all things that overlap with chromosome,start,end”
R Tree indexes work well for this
Similar to B+ Tree – used for geographical data
Each node can have hundreds of subnodes, so tree is bushy, not deep, few seeks required.
Each index slot contains range spanned by all children, only need to recurse if range overlaps.
File sorted, only every ~500th node indexed



R Tree


Data summary layer
When user is looking at megabases at once, does not need full info on every base
Store a series of summaries 
~100 bases at a time, 200 base at a time …
Summary contains min/max/sum/sumData/N
Can compute mean, std. deviation, coverage
System uses appropriate summary for given resolution, doing _some_ oversampling.


Overall BigBed/BigWig Features
Reduces data sent over the network
Only data needed for a particular view fetched
Data fetched at reduced resolution when appropriate
Data compressed
Data cached so doesn’t have to be resent.
Labs do need to run a program to create the binary indexed compressed files on their own machines
Labs do need to be able to put files (but not programs) on their web sites.


Related formats also supported at UCSC
 BAM/SAM files used by 1000 Genomes Project for read mapping and SNP calling.
Variant Call Format (VCF) files used in 1000 Genomes Project and the Cancer Genome Atlas. 


Addressing Challenges at UCSC
More data sets
Track search tools to find data
Clustering and overlay tracks to display more at once
Bigger data sets
New compressed formats with summary and indexes
Greater number of labs
“Track Hub” distributed annotation system



Next Gen has democratized sequencing





But wrangling data in from some 

labs can get chaotic.


Track Hubs
New feature rolled out August 2011
A track hub is a web-accessible directory with
BigBed, BigWig, BAM files
Some text files that describe the data
Track hubs can be imported by users, and once imported show up as a group of tracks in the UCSC Genome Browser
Hopefully will make it so UCSC doesn’t have to be the daata coordinating center for the world.










At the moment Epigenetics Roadmap is only public hub
Several hundred people have created their own hubs as well





Example hub directory






hub.txt example
genome.txt example
trackDb.txt very simple example



A trackDb.txt that shows how to make a transparent overlay of two DNAse wiggles plus a BAM file with a variety of options.


Data Hub Tech
In general built on top of the tech used for bigBed/bigWig etc.
Relies on URL Data Cache for text files as well as the large data files
Browser fetches data from up to 100 hub data tracks in parallel.
Will fetch data from ~10 tracks per second from Wash U in St. Louis to UCSC.
For popular data, caching makes performance as good as local (~500 tracks/second)





UCSC Genome Bioinformatics group
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